
India GMO debate: Mustard poses no health or biodiversity risks

The GLP aggregated and excerpted this blog/article to reflect the diversity of news, opinion and 
analysis.

Since transgenic mustard began to be evaluated for commercial release in India, an acrimonious debate
has broken out on the pros and cons of the technology. A major flashpoint in this debate has been
biosafety. Opponents. . . insist that the new genes it brings into our food supply . . .could trigger
unforeseen short- and long-term toxic reactions in the people who eat them. . Environmentalist groups
have also argued that transgenic mustard is a big threat to Indian mustard biodiversity. . . .

. . . . Can it hurt human health? Will it really be the ruin of Indian mustard varieties?  The answer to both
these questions is: unlikely.

One reason to expect the three genes used in transgenic mustard to be safe is that they aren’t actually
new at all. Bar, barnase and barstar, as they are called, have been in the human food-chain for around
two decades now. . . .

If toxicity to humans is a worry among opponents of transgenics, the fear of harm to local mustard
varieties is a bigger one. Environmental groups have argued that India is a centre of diversity for mustard.
. . .A transgenic crop that can cross with these local varieties could endanger them, thus hurting
biodiversity, they say.

. . . .

. . . .For either possibility to occur, a number of pre-conditions have to be met: the wild and cultivated crop
have to be easily crossable. . .and the cultivated crops must transfer traits that are also beneficial in the
wild. These are tough conditions to fulfil.

And mustard doesn’t fulfil many of them.

Read full, original post: Why Transgenic Mustard is Unlikely to Hurt You or Your Environment
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